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Raters can establish the content of an outcome measure using the instructions/training and
established linking rules (1,2) and any further updates established by the ICF branch to select
the ICF codes that best represent the content of a measure. This content coding can then be
summarized by the following indicators that compare the content items to the ICF or its subset
Core Sets where these exist.
These measures summarize codable content. Typically not codable content is also reported,
but not included in the summary measures below. It is useful to describe the number of codes
and the distribution, e.g., by chapters or domains, in addition to the summary terms below.
These are intended to be descriptive summary measures that reflect a perspective on measures
and their relationship to ICF overall, and to core sets, but should be used in combination with
other descriptive strategies to fully describe or compare measures.
1) Measure to ICF linkage:
This is the percentage of items from a measure that can be linked to ICF codes. This represents
the extent to which content of a measure can be expressed in ICF codes.
Measure to ICF linkage

=

The number of items linked to at least 1 ICF code
Total number of items on the measure

× 100%

2) Measure to (Brief or Comprehensive) Core Set Absolute Linkage
This is the percentage of items from a measure that could be linked to ICF codes that appear on
a relevant Brief or Comprehensive Core Set.
=

Number of items linked to a code(s) appearing in the CoreSet
× 100%
Total number of items on the measure

3) Measure to (Brief or Comprehensive) Core Set Unique Linkage:
This is the percentage of items from a measure that could be linked to unique ICF codes and
represents the extent to which the items of a measure represent different content indicated
by the core set. Once an item is coded to a core set item, additional items that code to that
same code are not counted again.
=

Number of items that are linked to Unique codes in Core Set
× 100
Total number of items on the scale
1

4) Core Set Representation
This is the percentage of core set codes that are covered when the measure’s items are linked
to ICF codes. This represents the extent to which the entire scope of content defined by the
core set is represented on the measure.
=

Number of unique ICF codes from the measure that appear in the CoreSet
× 100%
Total number of codes in the (Brief or Comprehensive) CoreSet

5) Core Set Unique Disability Representation:
This is the percentage of unique core set disability codes that are covered when the measure’s
items are linked to ICF codes. For Patient-Reported Outcome (PROs) Measures that were
designed to measure disability, it can be important to determine the extent to which they
measure this aspect of content. This represents the extent to which the disability codes defined
by the core set are represented on the measure. Once an item is coded to a core set disability
code, additional items that code to that same code are not counted again.
=

Number of unique (d)codes from the measure that appear in the Core Set
× 100%
Total number of disability codes in the (Brief or Comprehensive) CoreSet

Example publications that have used these indicators (3).
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